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Abstract: This study is focused on the comparison of phrase-based statistical machine translation
(SMT) systems and neural machine translation (NMT) systems using automatic metrics for translation
quality evaluation for the language pair of English and Slovak. As the statistical approach is the
predecessor of neural machine translation, it was assumed that the neural network approach would
generate results with a better quality. An experiment was performed using residuals to compare the
scores of automatic metrics of the accuracy (BLEU_n) of the statistical machine translation with those
of the neural machine translation. The results showed that the assumption of better neural machine
translation quality regardless of the system used was confirmed. There were statistically significant
differences between the SMT and NMT in favor of the NMT based on all BLEU_n scores. The neural
machine translation achieved a better quality of translation of journalistic texts from English into
Slovak, regardless of if it was a system trained on general texts, such as Google Translate, or specific
ones, such as the European Commission’s (EC’s) tool, which was trained on a specific-domain.

Keywords: neural machine translation; statistical machine translation; text analysis; automatic
evaluation; Slovak language; English language

1. Introduction

Machine translation (MT) is a sub-field of computational linguistics that primarily
focuses on automatic translation from one natural language into another natural language
without any intervention [1].

Neural machine translation (NMT) is an approach that is used by many online transla-
tion services, such as Google Translate, Bing, Systran, and eTranslation. NMT works on the
principle of predicting the probability of a word sequence. Using sequence-to-sequence
models, NMT took a huge leap forward in accuracy [1]. It uses a deep neural network to
process huge amounts of data, and is primarily dependent on training data, from which
it learns. If there is a substantial dataset for training the model, then NMT can process
any language pair, including languages that are difficult to understand. NMT allows the
processing of text in various language styles, such as formal, medical, financial, and jour-
nalistic. Neural networks are flexible and can be adjusted to many needs. This is ensured
by several parameters with weights and interconnections between individual nodes of
the neural network. In the field of natural language processing (NLP), this indicates the
ability to create millions of language pairs. Word representation in NMT is simpler than
in phrase-based MT systems. Each word is encoded into a vector of a unique size and
direction. The language and translation model is replaced by a single-sequence model,
which gradually forms word by word. To predict the probability of a word sequence, it is
necessary to use a neural network that can remember the previous sequence of words in a
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sentence. Feedforward neural networks (FNNs) process inputs independently from the
rest of the sentence. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are ideal for this problem. RNNs
are used for both the encoder and decoder, which are the basis for machine translation
using NMT. The encoder is used to process the source sentence, which is read and encoded
into a vector that captures the “meaning” of the input sequence. The decoder processes
this vector to produce an output sequence in the target language.

Google Translate (neural machine translation) is one of the most widely used online
translator systems today, thanks to its more natural translations and its ability to process
so-called “zero-frame translations”. Natural translation provides training in algorithms
on large amounts of data. The ability of the so-called “zero-range translation”, i.e., direct
translation from the source language to the target language without the need for an
intermediate step-translation into English, is an improvement over the previous version of
Google Translate (statistical machine translation or rule-based machine translation).

American linguist Noam Chomsky [2] argues that language learning is an innate
ability that is typical only for humans due to the neural structure of the human brain, and
that the environment only shapes the contours of this network into a particular language.
Thanks to the so-called “universal grammar”, i.e., a set of syntactic rules and principles that
are the same for all languages, it is possible to learn to create sentences and interpret them
in any language. Christensen [3] summarized the arguments for and against the usage of
universal grammar in his article. Christensen’s main argument for the existence of universal
grammar concludes that even though children do not have the required linguistic input to
“learn” grammatical structures, they still make virtually no mistakes. The use of universal
grammar could probably lead to more adequate outputs of machine translations. It would
be most suitable for low-resource languages and languages with inflected morphologies
and loose word orders. Despite that, the debate about universal grammar is still ongoing,
with many supporters on both sides.

The need to evaluate MT systems through their outputs (products) is not a current
phenomenon; it has existed as long as machine translation itself [4]. In general, we can
approach quality assessment manually or automatically. Manual evaluation is one of the
most desired, but it is often referred to as subjective and time- and labor-consuming. In
addition, the different sensitivities to errors of the evaluators and their different skills
cause their inconsistency in evaluating the quality of machine translations [5]. The second
approach to quality assessment, which should solve the above-mentioned shortcomings
of manual evaluation, is automatic. Metrics of automatic evaluation may offer a valuable
alternative to manual evaluation [4]. Automatic evaluation metrics are used to track
developmental changes in one particular MT system, but can also be used to measure
differences in quality between two different MT systems [6]. They compare the MT output
(candidate/hypothesis) to one or several references (human translations). They measure
the closeness and/or compute the score of their lexical concordance. According to the
criterion of lexical concordance, automatic metrics of MT evaluation can be divided into
metrics of accuracy (matched n-grams) and metrics of error rate (edit distance) [7].

Research Objectives

This research aims to compare the outputs of a phrase-based statistical MT system with
the outputs of a neural MT system. The comparison will be linguistically motivated and
conducted based on automatic translation quality metrics (BLEU_1, BLEU_2, BLEU_3, and
BLEU_4). We will also distinguish between two MT systems in both their SMT and NMT
versions (Google Translate—GT_SMT and GT_NMT—and the European Commission’s
MT tools—mt@ec and eTranslation). The aim is comprised of two partial objectives.

The first objective deals with Google Translate (GT); i.e., based on BLEU_n metrics,
we compare the quality of statistical machine translations and neural machine translations
of journalistic texts from English into Slovak.
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The second objective is similar to the first, but it deals with the European Commission’s
MT tool; i.e., based on BLEU_n metrics, we compare the quality of statistical machine
translations and neural machine translations of journalistic texts from English into Slovak.

We assume that the machine translation system based on neural networks will achieve
a better quality (accuracy) than the statistical machine translation system, regardless of
whether it is an MT system trained on general texts (Google Translate) or trained on
domain-specific parallel texts (the European Commission’s MT tool).

The structure of the paper is as follows: We provide a brief review of related work
in the field of MT focused on SMT and NMT (Section 2). Then, we describe the applied
research methodology and dataset (Section 3). The Section 4 provides research results based
on an automatic MT evaluation and a residual analysis (Section 4). The Section 5 offers a
discussion of the results, and the Section 6 summarizes the contributions and limitations of
the presented research.

2. Related Work

NMT is a model based on an encoder–decoder framework that includes two neural
networks for an encoder and a decoder [8,9]. The encoder maps the source text input
token into a vector and then encodes the sequence of vectors into semantically distributed
semantic representations that serve for the decoder to generate the target language sen-
tence [10]. Based on a field review done by [10], an encoder–decoder based on a recurrent
neural network [8,11] was changed through the convolutional neural network [9] into a
self-attention-based neural network transformer [12]. This transformer is state of the art
in terms of both quality and efficiency. Within the transformer, the encoder consists of
N identical layers, which are composed of two sublayers: a self-attention sublayer and a
feedforward sublayer. The output is the source-side semantic representation. The decoder
has also N identical layers composed of three sublayers [10]:
• Masked self-attention mechanism summarizing the partial prediction history;
• Encoder–decoder attention sublayer determining the dynamic source-side contexts

for current prediction;
• Feedforward sublayer.

In this Section, we focus on papers dealing with a linguistic evaluation of the MT
outputs of various MT systems. Biesialska et al. [13] analyzed the performance of the
statistical and neural approaches to machine translation. They compared phrase-based
and neural-based MT systems and their combination. The examined language pairs were
Czech–Polish and Spanish–Portuguese, and the authors used a large sample of parallel
training data (they used a monolingual corpus and a pseudo-corpus). The authors applied
back translation into their MT system and observed the results using the BLEU (Bilingual
Evaluation Understudy) score [14]. The results showed that for the Czech–Polish language
pair, the BLEU score was relatively low, which was explained by the language distance.

Webster et al. [15] focused on examining the applicability of NMT in the field of
literary translation. The authors studied the outputs of the Google Translate and DeepL
MT systems. The dataset consisted of four English classic novels and their translations
into Dutch. The authors compared the human translations with two MT outputs. The
error analysis was done using the SCATE error taxonomy [16,17], which is a hierarchical
error taxonomy based on the distinction between accuracy and fluency errors. The results
showed that most of the sentences contained errors. More fluency errors were identified
than accuracy errors. The literary NMT had more difficulty in producing correct sentences
than accurately representing what was being said in the source text.

Yu et al. [18] proposed a robust unsupervised neural machine translation with adver-
sarial attack and regularization on representations in their paper. The authors encouraged
the encoder to map sentences of the same semantics in different languages to similar
representations in order to be more robust to synthesized or noisy sentences. The authors
used the BLEU score to evaluate both models for the English–French language pair, which
was used as the validation set. The results showed that the model with epsilon correction
had a more stable training curve and a slightly better translation score.
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Haque et al. [19] focused on the investigation of term translation in NMT and phrase-
based SMT. They created their own phrase-based SMT systems using the Moses toolkit.
On the other hand, the NMT systems were created using the MarianNMT [20] toolkit. The
parallel corpus was the English–Hindi language pair, and it served to create the baseline
transformer models. An evaluation of the systems was conducted using the following
automatic evaluation metrics: BLEU, METEOR [21], and TER (Translation Error Rate) [22].
The results show that the English to Hindi translation produced reasonable BLEU scores
for the free-word-order language of Hindi, with a better score for the NMT. In the case of
Hindi to English translation, moderate BLEU scores were produced. Statistically significant
differences were identified for all evaluation metrics between the phrase-based SMT and
NMT systems. In addition, due to the unavailability of a gold standard for evaluation of
terminology translations, the authors created an approach that semi-automatically created
a gold-standard test set from an English–Hindi parallel corpus. The sentences for the test
were translated using their phrase-based SMT and NMT systems.

Dashtipour et al. [23] focused on a sentiment analysis approach based on a novel
hybrid framework for concept-level analysis. It integrated linguistic rules and deep learning
to optimize polarity detection. The authors compared the novel framework with state-of-
the-art approaches, such as support vector machine, logistic regression, and deep neural
network classifiers. A sentiment analysis for Persian in which the current approaches
were focused on word co-occurrence frequencies was examined. The proposed hybrid
framework achieved the best performance in comparison to the other sentiment analysis
methods mentioned.

Almahasees [24] compared the two most popular machine translation systems, Google
Translate and the Microsoft Bing translator. Both systems used statistical machine trans-
lation. The examined language pair was English and Arabic. The dataset consisted of
sentences extracted from a political news agency. A comparison of the MT outputs was
conducted using the BLEU automatic evaluation metric. The results were in favor of Google
Translate; Bing generated different sentences. The limitation of the experiment was that its
corpus consisted of 25 sentences.

Almahasees [25] compared two machine translation systems: Google Translate and
the Microsoft Bing translator. The dataset consisted of journalistic texts written in Arabic,
and the target language was English for the input texts. Both MT systems used NMT, and
they were compared using linguistic error analysis and error classification. The author
focused on three main categories for the comparison: orthography, lexis, and grammar.
The results showed similar results for both MT systems in orthography and grammar
(approximately 92%). The difference was found in the case of lexis, where Google achieved
better results than Bing. The limitation of the experiment was its small dataset.

Cornet et al. [26] focused on a comparison of three MT systems: Google Translate,
Matecat, and Thot. The article aimed to support the creation of Dutch interface terminolo-
gies for the usage of SNOMED CT using MT. SNOMED CT contains more than 55,000
procedures with English descriptions for which human translation would require a lot of
time and resources. The MT system Matecat [27] is specific with its translation memory
and offers the option of selecting the field of translation. Thot [28] is an MT system based
on phrases; it was trained for the experiment using Dutch and English noun phrases. The
outputs of the examined MT systems were evaluated by two reviewers. The translations
were considered acceptable by the reviewers when they covered the meanings of the En-
glish terms. The results of the experiment showed that the quality of all three MT systems
was not good enough for use in clinical practice, and none of them translated the terms
according to the translation rules of SNOMED CT. The worst results were achieved for
Thot, and the results for Google Translate and Matecat were similar.

Berrichi and Mazroui [29] focused on the issue of out-of-vocabulary words. The au-
thors integrated morphosyntactic features into NMT models and dealt with long sentences
that create issues for NMT systems in the English–Arabic language pair. The experiment
was realized under low- and high-resource conditions; novel segmentation techniques were
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proposed to overcome the issues with long sentences. Under low-resource conditions, the
BLEU scores decreased according to the sentence size. This indicated the need to shorten
the sentences before translation.

Jassem and Dwojak [30] evaluated SMT and NMT models trained on a domain-
specific English–Polish corpus of medium size. The authors used the corpora from the
OPUS website (open parallel corpus). In the case of phrase-based SMT, the Moses toolkit
was used for translation, and the NMT model was trained with the MarianNMT toolkit [20].
The results of the automatic comparison (BLEU) showed similar performance quality for
both systems, and therefore, the authors decided to compare the performance manually.
The evaluation set consisted of 2000 random pairs of translated sentences. The evaluators
had to decide on the winning MT system output or choose a tie for each sentence pair.
The results showed that the human evaluators favored the NMT approach over the SMT
approach, as it had a better fluency of its output.

The above-mentioned authors dealt with the evaluation of NMT and SMT systems on
various language pairs. Machine translation into Slovak is less explored, and this was the
motivation for the following experiment.

3. Materials and Methods

The aim of this study is to evaluate SMT (Google Translate and mt@ec, the European
Commission’s MT tool) and NMT systems (Google Translate and eTranslation, formerly
mt@ec) for the translation direction of English to Slovak. Slovak, one of the official EU
languages, is a synthetic language containing an inflected morphology and a loose word
order [31]. The linguistic evaluation was performed using state-of-the-art automatic evalu-
ation metrics (BLEU_n).

We compared the differences between the NMT and SMT on a specific dataset. Two
different MT systems were used for this purpose. The reference translation was obtained
by two professional translators using our online system, OSTPERE (Online System for
Translation, Post-Editing, Revision, and Evaluation), which was originally created for
post-editing machine-translated documents [32–34]. The online system was built on a PHP
platform and uses a MySQL database to store the text documents and their translations.

The dataset consisted of 160 journalistic texts written in English. We translated all
of the examined texts using both Google Translate (SMT and NMT) and the European
Commission’s MT tool (mt@ec and eTranslation). The composition of the created dataset is
depicted in Table 1, and the dataset is available (Supplementary Data S1) [35].

Table 1. Lexico-grammatical dataset composition.

Feature Type GT_SMT GT_NMT mt@ec_SMT E-translation_NMT Reference

Average sentence length (words) 21.74 19.54 18.06 20.15 18.66
Average word length (characters) 5.32 5.43 5.6 5.4 5.53

Frequency of long sentences (w ≥ 10) 84.83% 83.97% 73.42% 83.44% 81.87%
Frequency of short sentences (w < 10) 15.17% 16.03% 26.58% 16.56% 18.13%

Frequency of nouns 29.94% 31.00% 31.34% 29.40% 29.67%
Frequency of adjectives 9.23% 10.06% 10.25% 9.68% 10.25%
Frequency of adverbs 3.77% 3.30% 3.76% 3.56% 3.51%

Frequency of verbs 16.16% 15.02% 14.67% 16.00% 15.91%
Frequency of pronominals 7.32% 7.64% 6.88% 7.67% 8.67%
Frequency of participles 2.42% 1.81% 2.95% 2.40% 1.65%

Frequency of morphemes 1.65% 2.36% 1.61% 2.34% 3.07%
Frequency of abbreviation 0.52% 0.36% 0.88% 0.49% 0.25%

Frequency of numbers 1.74% 1.97% 1.97% 1.81% 1.33%
Frequency of undefinable POSs 0.42% 0.36% 0.39% 0.33% 0.32%

Frequency of particules 1.87% 2.20% 2.25% 2.01% 2.37%
Frequency of foreign words 3.19% 2.56% 2.21% 2.44% 1.83%
Frequency of interjections 0.00% 0.00% 0.04% 0.03% 0.00%

Frequency of numerals 3.10% 2.52% 2.74% 2.70% 2.78%
Frequency of prepositions and conjunctions 18.68% 18.83% 18.08% 19.13% 18.38%
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As the focus was on the evaluation of different MT systems and architectures, we had
to create an approach to the experiment. We proceeded based on a methodology consisting
of the following steps:

1. Obtaining the unstructured text data (source text) of a journalistic style in English.
2. Text preparation—removing the document formatting.
3. Machine translation using various systems:

a. Google Translate—statistical machine translation,
b. Google Translate—neural machine translation,
c. mt@ec—statistical machine translation,
d. eTranslation—neural machine translation.

4. Human translation of the documents using the online system OSTPERE.
5. Text alignment—the segments of source texts were aligned with the generated MT

system output, where each source text segment had its corresponding MT outputs
and human translation output; this was done using the HunAlign tool [36].

6. Evaluation of the texts using automatic metrics of accuracy from the Python Natural
Language Toolkit library, or NLTK, which provides an implementation of the BLEU
score using the sentence_bleu function.
In our research, we applied automatic metrics of accuracy [14]. The metrics of accu-
racy (e.g., precision, recall, BLEU) are based on the closeness of the MT output (h)
with the reference (r) in terms of n-grams; their lexical overlap is calculated in (A) the
number of common words (h ∩ r), (B) the length (number of words) of the MT output,
and (C) the length (number of words) of the reference. The higher the values of these
metrics, the better the translation quality.
BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy) [14], which is used in our research, is a geo-
metric mean of n-gram precisions (p = A/B), and the second part is a brevity penalty
(BP), i.e., a length-based penalty to prevent very short sentences as compensation for
inappropriate translation. BLEU represents two features of MT quality—adequacy
and fluency [7].

BLEU_n = exp ∑N
n=1 wn log pn × BP,

pn = precisionn =
∑S∈C ∑n−gram∈S countmatched(n− gram)

∑S∈C ∑n−gram∈S count(n− gram)
,

and =

{
1, i f h > r
e1− r

h , i f h ≤ r
,

where S indicates hypothesis (h) and reference (r) in the complete corpus C.
7. Comparison of the translation quality based on the system (GT, EC) and translation

technology (SMT, NMT).
We verified the quality of the machine translations using the BLEU_n (n = 1, 2, 3, and 4)
automatic evaluation metrics. We tested the differences in MT quality—represented
by the score of the BLEU_n automatic metrics—between the translations generated
from Google Translate (GT_SMT and GT_NMT) and the European Commission’s
MT tool (EC_mt@ec and EC_e-translation). This resulted in the following global null
hypotheses:
The quality of machine translation (BLEU_n, n = 1, 2, 3, and 4) does not depend on
the MT system (GT or EC) or the translation technology (SMT or NMT).
To test for differences between dependent samples (BLEU_n: EC_SMT, GT_SMT,
EC_NMT, and GT_NMT), we used adjusted univariate tests for repeated measures
due to the failure of the sphericity assumption (Mauchley sphericity test—BLEU_1:
W = 0.831, Chi-Square = 29.149, df = 5, p < 0.001; BLEU_2: W = 0.725, Chi-Square = 50.651,
df = 5, p < 0.001; BLEU_3: W = 0.804, Chi-Square = 34.495, df = 5, p < 0.001; BLEU_4:
W = 0.618, Chi-Square = 76.023, df = 5, p < 0.001). For all BLEU_n automatic metrics,
the test is significant (p < 0.001), i.e., the assumption is violated. If the assumption of
covariance matrix sphericity is not met, the type I error rate increases. We adjusted
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the degrees of freedom using the Greenhouse–Geisser adjustment (d f 1 = (T − 1),
d f 2 = (T − 1)(D− 1)) for the F-test that was used, thus achieving the declared level
of significance.

adj.d f 1 = ε̂(T − 1),

adj.d f 2 = ε̂(T − 1)(D− 1),

where T is the number of dependent samples (BLEU_n scores of the examined trans-
lations) and D is the number of cases (documents). After rejecting the global null
hypotheses for individual BLEU_n, the Bonferroni adjustment was used as a post hoc
test [37,38].

8. Identification of the texts with the greatest distance between SMT and NMT [39]. We
used residuals to compare scores of the BLEU_n automatic metrics of MT_SMT with
MT_NMT at the document level. In our case, the residual analysis was defined as follows:
(residual value)i = (BLEU_n score o f NMT text)i − (BLEU_n score o f SMT text)
i i = 1, 2, . . . , D,
where D is the number of examined texts in the dataset, NMT is a neural machine
translation, and SMT is a statistical machine translation.

4. Results
4.1. Comparison of MT Quality

Based on the results of the adjusted univariate tests for repeated measures (Greenhouse–
Geisser adjustment) among GT_SMT, GT_NMT, mt@ec_SMT, and eTranslation_NMT, there
are significant differences in the MT quality in terms of the scores for BLEU_n (n = 1, 2, 3
and 4: G-G Epsilon < 0.898, p < 0.001).

From multiple comparisons (Bonferroni adjustment) in the case of BLEU_1 (Table 2a),
there is a significant difference between NMT (GT_NMT or eTranslation_NMT) and
GT_SMT, as well as mt@ec_SMT (p < 0.001), in favor of NMT (Figure 1a). Similar re-
sults (Table 3a, Figure 2a) were achieved in the case of the BLEU_3 measure (p < 0.01).

Table 2. Multiple comparisons: (a) BLEU_1 and (b) BLEU_2.

(a) (b)

BLEU_1 GT_SMT GT_NMT EC_SMT EC_NMT BLEU_2 GT_SMT GT_NMT EC_SMT EC_NMT

GT_SMT 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 GT_SMT 0.00000 0.01047 0.00010
GT_NMT 0.00000 0.00000 0.10998 GT_NMT 0.00000 0.00000 0.02446
EC_SMT 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 EC_SMT 0.01047 0.00000 0.00000
EC_NMT 0.00000 0.10998 0.00000 EC_NMT 0.00010 0.02446 0.00000

Figure 1. Mean estimations of the points and intervals for the automatic metrics: (a) BLEU_1 and (b) BLEU_2.
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Table 3. Multiple comparisons—Bonferroni adjustment: (a) BLEU_3 and (b) BLEU_4.

(a) (b)

BLEU_3 GT_SMT GT_NMT EC_SMT EC_NMT BLEU_4 GT_SMT GT_NMT EC_SMT EC_NMT

GT_SMT 0.00000 0.07270 0.00233 GT_SMT 0.00004 0.46602 0.12269
GT_NMT 0.00000 0.00000 0.12649 GT_NMT 0.00004 0.00000 0.14572
EC_SMT 0.07270 0.00000 0.00000 EC_SMT 0.46602 0.00000 0.00030
EC_NMT 0.00233 0.12649 0.00000 EC_NMT 0.12269 0.14572 0.00030

Figure 2. Mean estimations of the points and intervals for the automatic metrics: (a) BLEU_3 and (b) BLEU_4.

The BLEU_2 measure (Table 2b) showed not only significant differences between
statistical machine translation and neural machine translation (p < 0.001) in favor of NMT
(Figure 1b), but also a significant difference between neural machine translations them-
selves, i.e., between GT_NMT and eTranslation_NMT (p < 0.05) in favor of GT_NMT.

Concerning the BLEU_4 measure (Table 3b), there is a significant difference between
GT_NMT and the statistical machine translations (GT_SMT or mt@ec_SMT) (p < 0.001) in
favor GT_NMT (Figure 2b), but there is not a difference between neural machine translation
(eTranslation_NMT) and statistical machine translation (GT_SMT) (p > 0.05).

To sum up, the assumption concerning the better quality of NMT regardless of the
system used (GT_NMT or eTranslation_NMT) has been confirmed. There were statistically
significant differences between SMT and NMT in favor of NMT based on all BLEU_n
metrics.

Subsequently, the results were also verified using error rate metrics (CDER, PER, TER,
and WER). Based on adjusted univariate tests for repeated measures and multiple com-
parisons, statistically significant differences between the NMT and SMT translation tech-
nologies were proved in favor of NMT (CDER, PER, TER, and WER: G-G Epsilon < 0.944,
p < 0.001). The NMTs achieved statistically significantly lower error rates than the SMTs,
regardless of the MT system. The results matched, and we can consider them robust.

4.2. MT Text Identification

Based on the previous results (Section 4.1), we further examined the MT texts in which
the highest differences in the BLEU_n scores given to the MT systems (GT_SMT, GT_NMT,
mt@ec_SMT, and eTranslation_NMT) used for translation from English into Slovak were
found. To identify these texts, residuals were used [39,40]. To identify extreme values
(Figure 3a,b, Figure 4a,b, Figure 5a,b, and Figure 6a,b) we used a rule of ± 2σ, i.e., values
outside the interval were considered as extremes.
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Figure 3. Visualization of BLEU_1 residuals for the machine translation (MT) outputs: (a) Google Translate; (b) the European
Commission’s (EC’s) tool.

In the case of BLEU_1, we identified five texts (ID_163, ID_183, ID_244, ID_267, and
ID_283) that showed a significant accuracy of GT_NMT compared to GT_SMT; vice-versa,
only four texts (ID_156, ID_221, ID_247, and ID_280) showed a significant accuracy of
GT_SMT compared to GT_NMT (Figure 3a). In the case of the EC’s tool, we achieved
different results. Based on BLEU_1, we identified six texts (ID_151, ID_156, ID_163, ID_180,
ID_221, and ID_280) that showed a significant accuracy of eTranslation_NMT compared to
mt@ec_SMT; vice-versa, only two texts (ID_169 and ID_235) showed a significant accuracy
of eTranslation_NMT compared to mt@ec_SMT (Figure 3b).

In the case of BLEU_2, we identified four texts (ID_183, ID_240, ID_244, and ID_283)
that showed a significant accuracy of GT_NMT compared to GT_SMT; vice-versa, only
two texts (ID_156 and ID_192) showed a significant accuracy of GT_SMT compared to
GT_NMT (Figure 4a). In the case of the EC’s tool, we achieved the following results:
We identified eight texts (ID_142, ID_156, ID_165, ID_166, ID_180, ID_240, ID_279, and
ID_280) that showed a significant accuracy of eTranslation_NMT compared to mt@ec_SMT;
vice-versa, only three texts (ID_178, ID_223, and ID_274) showed a significant accuracy of
eTranslation_NMT compared to mt@ec_SMT (Figure 4b).

Figure 4. Visualization of BLEU_2 residuals for the MT outputs: (a) Google Translate; (b) the EC’s tool.

Based on BLEU_3, we identified seven texts (ID_165, ID_180, ID_183, ID_205, ID_232,
ID_240, and ID_242) that showed a significant accuracy of GT_NMT compared to GT_SMT;
vice-versa, only two texts (ID_156 and ID_192) showed a significant accuracy of GT_SMT
compared to GT_NMT (Figure 5a). In the case of the EC’s tool, we identified six texts
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(ID_142, ID_156, ID_165, ID_166, ID_205, and ID_240) that showed a significant accuracy
of eTranslation_NMT compared to mt@ec_SMT; vice-versa, only two texts (ID_223 and
ID_274) showed a significant accuracy of eTranslation_NMT compared to mt@ec_SMT
(Figure 5b).

Figure 5. Visualization of BLEU_3 residuals for the MT outputs: (a) Google Translate; (b) the EC’s tool.

In the case of BLEU_4, we identified seven texts (ID_162, ID_165, ID_180, ID_183,
ID_205, ID_232, and ID_240) that showed a significant accuracy of GT_NMT compared
to GT_SMT; vice-versa, only one text (ID_156) showed a significant accuracy of GT_SMT
compared to GT_NMT (Figure 6a). In the case of the EC’s tool, we identified seven texts
(ID_142, ID_156, ID_165, ID_166, ID_205, ID_240, and ID_247) that showed a significant
accuracy of eTranslation_NMT compared to mt@ec_SMT; vice-versa, only one text (ID_274)
showed a significant accuracy of eTranslation_NMT compared to mt@ec_SMT (Figure 6b).

Figure 6. Visualization of BLEU_4 residuals for the MT outputs: (a) Google Translate; (b) the EC’s tool.

To sum up, the results of the residual analyses of the BLEU_n metrics of the neural
and statistical MTs confirmed the previous results (Section 4.1). The residuals’ mean was
positive for all BLEU_n metrics, which proves a higher degree of accuracy in favor of NMT.

The identified texts were submitted to linguistic analysis and are described within the
discussion.
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5. Discussion

As the results showed, in the case of Google Translate and based on the BLEU_1
metric, neural machine translation proved to be significantly better for six texts compared
to its predecessor, statistical machine translation. In the more detailed linguistic analysis, it
was mainly about increasing the accuracy of the transfer of the meaning of the source text
and reducing the literal translations and untranslated words. Examples of sentences are:

(1)
Source: He is believed to have stayed for a time in Belgium but has never been found.
GT_SMT: On je veril k zdržiavala na nejaký čas v Belgicku, ale nebolo nikdy nájdené.
GT_NMT: Predpokladá sa, že nejaký čas zostal v Belgicku, ale nikdy ho nenašli.
Reference: Predpokladá sa, že istý čas v Belgicku zostal, no polícia ho nikdy nevypátrala.
In GT_SMT, the English structure “he is believed to have stayed” was translated

literally. The passive form “is believed” was not recognized; the past participle form was
translated as the past-tense form, and the verb “is” (representing the present tense) was
followed by a verb in the past tense (which sounds illogical). The issue of literal machine
translation is discussed in [41].

The GT_NMT was correct and fluent, although the reference explicitly suggests the
noun “polícia” (the police).

(2)
Source: The flexible partner will eventually adapt their entire life around the inflexible

partner’s insistences.
GT_SMT: Flexibilné partner bude nakoniec prispôsobit’ celý svoj život okolo insis-

tences nepoddajná partnera.
GT_NMT: Flexibilný partner nakoniec prispôsobí celý svoj život požiadavkám

nepružného partnera.
Reference: Nakoniec flexibilný partner prispôsobí celý svoj život požiadavkám neflex-

ibilného partnera.
We can observe some mistakes that are typical for SMT outputs: There is a low

agreement between the words “flexibilné” and “partner” (the correct form is “flexibiln-ý
partner”). The form “flexibiln-é” refers to the neuter gender, and the noun “partner” refers
to the male gender.

The same issue is detected in the form “nepoddajná partnera”. GT_SMT suggests
using the form “nepoddajn-á”, which is in the female gender, and the noun “partner-a”,
which is in the male gender. In addition to the discrepancy in the agreement in the gender,
we can see the discrepancy in the category of the case (the form “nepoddajn-á” is in the
nominative case, and “partner-a” is in the genitive or accusative case). The agreement in
the prediction—namely in the predicative and agreement categories—can be crucial in the
comprehensibility of a text [42].

The issues of untranslated lexemes (e.g., “insistences” in this segment) are typical for
SMTs; omitted lexemes are more common for NMTs [41].

The GT_NMT was adequate and fluent. In comparison with the reference, there was
just a slight adjustment in the word order, which was not necessary.

However, an interesting finding was that only one text (ID_183) had a significantly
more accurate translation in terms of all four metrics (BLEU_1 to BLEU_4).

Regarding the BLEU_2 metric, in only four texts, NMT performed better than SMT.
An interesting finding is that there was also a text (ID_240) in which the same quality
improvement was proven by BLEU_ 3 (increase in the adequacy and fluency). This text
contained sentences such as:

(3)
Source: How much should we fear the rise of artificial intelligence?
GT_SMT: Kol’ko by sme mali bát’ vzostup umelej inteligencie?
GT_NMT: Nakol’ko by sme sa mali bát’ nárastu umelej inteligencie?
Reference: Nakol’ko by sme sa mali obávat’ vzostupu umelej inteligencie?
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The GT_SMT points out the issue of the incorrect transfer of words. The errors occur
due to the different typological characters of English and Slovak. This can be explained
by the fact that homonymy and polysemy are typical for languages with poor derivation
(e.g., English). Slovak has a richer derivation of words and a lower number of polysemous
and homonymous words [43]. In such cases, MT is not able to choose a meaning that is
adequate for a particular context from a large range of homonymous and polysemantic
words. In the GT_SMT, the phrase “how much” can be translated as “kol’ko” as well as
“nakol’ko”. Such errors can be revised by a human post-editor. The GT_NMT was adequate
and fluent.

The BLEU_4 metric has a specific nature; it is a match of four consecutive tokens,
regardless of whether they are words or punctuation. The following text can serve as
an example:

(4)
Source: He said they would facilitate “speedier, clearer investigations and stricter

prison sentences” and would help the authorities understand Isis’s “underlying structures”.
GT_SMT: Hovoril, že by to ul’ahčilo “rýchlejšie, čistejšie vyšetrovanie a prísnejšie

tresty odňatia slobody” a bol by pomohla orgánom pochopit’ ISIS je “základnej štruktúry”.
(Back translation: He said they would facilitate “speedier, clearer investigations and

stricter prison sentences” and would help the authorities understand Isis is “underlying
structures”.)

GT_NMT: Povedal, že by ul’ahčili „rýchlejšie a jasnejšie vyšetrovanie a prísnejšie tresty
odňatia slobody“a pomôžu úradom pochopit’ „základné štruktúry“Isis.

(Back translation: He said they would facilitate “speedier, clearer investigations and
stricter prison sentences” and would help the authorities understand Isis’s “underlying
structures”.)

Reference: Povedal, že budú presadzovat’ „rýchlejšie, jasnejšie vyšetrovania a prísnejšie
tresty odňatia slobody”, a pomôžu úradom pochopit’ „základné štruktúry Isis”.

In GT_SMT, we can observe a literal translation, especially in the possessive form
“Isis’s”, which was confusingly translated as a short form of the verb “is/has”.

Our research results also pointed to the opposite phenomenon, i.e., to texts in which
neural machine translation simultaneously achieved a lower score for all BLEU_n metrics
than its predecessor (GT_SMT)—specifically, in texts that contained sentences with extra
words, for example:

(5)
Source: The search for suspects continues.
GT_SMT: Pátranie po podozrivých pokračuje.
GT_NMT: Pátranie po podozrivých osobách pokračuje.
Reference: Pátranie po podozrivých pokračuje.
The outputs of both GT_SMT and GT_NMT were adequate, correct, and fluent;

GT_NMT offered the explication “osobách” (persons), which was not required.
In the case of the EC’s tool, the results were similar, but not as significantly different

as in the case of GT. In six texts, the neural machine translation achieved a better score
for the BLEU_1 metric than its predecessor. This was mainly an increase in the quality of
translation, i.e., in the adequacy of the transfer of the source text into the target language:

(6)
Source: Among their number were Belgian students, French schoolchildren and

British lawyers. mt@ec_SMT: Spomedzi nich boli belgické, francúzske a britské študentov,
advokátov.

(Back translation: Among their number were Belgian, French and British students,
lawyers.)

eTranslation_NMT: Medzi ich počet boli belgickí študenti, francúzski žiaci a britskí
právnici.

(Back translation: Among their number were Belgian students, French pupils and
British lawyers.)
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Reference: Nachádzajú sa medzi nimi belgickí študenti, francúzski školáci a britskí
právnici.

In GT_SMT, we can observe the issues of agreement in the case and gender (“belgické,
francúzske a britské študentov”) and the issue of the adequate transfer of the word “among”
(in this context, “medzi nimi” is a better option than “spomedzi nich”). Moreover, some
lexemes in the syntagms “Belgian students, French schoolchildren and British lawyers”
were omitted; the syntagms were broken, and they were translated incorrectly.

Similar results were shown for the BLEU_2 metric. The neural machine translation
achieved a better translation quality due to the reference. Its translation was more accurate
in both meaning and fluency; for example:

(7)
Source: Michel called on residents to “stay calm and cool-headed” as the investigation

continued into Tuesday’s police raid.
mt@ec_SMT: Michel vyzval, aby zachovali pokoj a „cool-headed“ako prešetrovanie

pokračovalo utorkového policajným zásahom.
eTranslation_NMT: Michel vyzval obyvatel’ov, aby „zostali pokojní a chladnohlaví“,

ked’ vyšetrovanie pokračovalo v utorkovom policajnom nájazde.
Reference: Po utorkovom policajnom zásahu Michel vyzval obyvatel’ov, aby „zostali

pokojní a nepodliehali panike.”
GT_SMT omitted two lexemes (“residents”, “cool-headed”) and numbered several

errors in the agreement in the number and case (“utorkového policajným zásahom”). With
these errors, the GT_SMT was inadequate and incomprehensible.

In the GT_NMT, we can see the improvement in MT—in comparison to GT_SMT—in
punctuation. Slovak uses a different method of quotation [44].

The BLEU_3 metric showed very similar results to those for the BLEU_2 metric. Again,
the translation was more accurate than statistical machine translation due to the reference.
This was mainly in sentences such as:

(8)
Source: Three officers were injured during the operation.
mt@ec_SMT: Troch úradníkov boli zranené počas prevádzky.
(Back translation: Of three officers were injured during the operation.)
eTranslation_NMT: Počas operácie boli zranení traja dôstojníci.
(Back translation: Three officers were injured during the operation.)
Reference: Počas operácie boli zranení traja policajti.
Some sentences contained identical neural machine translations as a reference, i.e.,

all BLEU_n metrics showed higher scores in the neural machine translation than in the
statistical machine translation; e.g.,

(9)
Source: The search for suspects continues.
mt@ec_SMT: Vyhl’adávanie podozrivých pokračuje.
eTranslation_NMT: Pátranie po podozrivých pokračuje.
Reference: Pátranie po podozrivých pokračuje.
Both sentences are fluent and comprehensible; GT_SMT used a less adequate equiva-

lent for the word “search” than GT_NMT.
Similarly to GT, in the EC’s tool, we also recorded a decreasing quality of the neural

machine translation compared to the statistical MT. In addition the erroneous declension,
untranslated words occurred in the NMT, but such a significant difference in the quality of
the translation as in the GT was not proven; e.g.,

(10)
Source: The names of several people linked to last November’s Paris terror attacks

appear in a cache of leaked Islamic State documents, according to reports in Germany.
mt@ec_SMT: Mená viacerých osôb spojených s minulý rok v novembri v Paríži terori-

stických útokov sú vo vyrovnávacej úniku Islamského štátu, podl’a správ v Nemecku.
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eTranslation_NMT: Mená niekol’kých l’udí spojených s Paríž teroristických útokov
november minulého roka je uvedené cache z uniknutých dokumentov islamský štát, podl’a
správ v Nemecku.

Reference: Podl’a správ z Nemecka sa mená viacerých osôb spájaných s novem-
brovými teroristickými útokmi v Paríži objavujú v mnohých odhalených dokumentoch
Islamského štátu.

The issues in the category of agreement in gender, number, and case appeared even
in the last example (10). We agree with [41] that the situation with translation worsens
with multi-word sentence elements and complicated sentence structures (e.g., a group of
southern Pacific islands, Europe’s centuries-long history, local agricultural business leaders,
a positive contribution to developing an effective post-Brexit immigration policy).

Through our analysis, we not only verified our assumption about the better quality of
neural machine translation, but mainly through the residual analysis, we were also able
to identify the texts with the greatest distance between NMT and SMT. This allowed us
to focus more precisely—in terms of more detailed linguistic analysis—on texts with the
greatest distances in translation accuracy between examined translation technologies. The
present methodology is repeatable for any language pairs, translation technologies, and
MT systems using different metrics and measures of MT evaluation.

6. Conclusions

Our research aimed to establish whether machine translation based on neural networks
achieves a higher quality than its predecessor, statistical machine translation, in terms of
translation accuracy.

We can summarize the results of our research into two interesting contributions. The
first contribution is that neural machine translation achieves a better quality of translation
of journalistic texts from English into Slovak, whether it uses a system trained on general
texts (Google Translate) or a specific one that is trained on a specific domain (the EC’s tool).
This study—a linguistic evaluation of MT output—is unique in the examined direction
of translation. Although there are studies in which the Slovak language was used, these
studies were focused on training MT systems using several languages, e.g., for training
massively multilingual NMT models or adapting neural machine translation systems to
new, low-resource languages [45,46]. Machine translation into Slovak has seldom been
explored in contrast to Czech, which is genetically very close to Slovak, and for which
several studies focusing on evaluating the quality of machine translation exist [47,48].

The second contribution is that, for machine translation of journalistic texts (mostly
of the news genre) from English into Slovak, it is better to use a general MT system (GT)
than a specialized one, even though is the texts are of the news genre. Of all the MT
systems examined, GT_NMT achieved the highest translation quality due to its accuracy,
as measured using the BLEU_n metrics and the reference. There was no significant differ-
ence in translation quality between the GT_SMT statistical machine translation and the
eTranslation_NMT neural machine translation due to BLEU_4.

Our results correspond to the findings of [1] which show that it is possible to obtain
70–80% accuracy in machine translation using artificial intelligence (multilingual NMT
models); however, the rest is still a task for human translation.

The future direction of our research will consist of expanding the examined texts
and using other automatic metrics for evaluating the quality of translation, such as HTER
(Human-targeted Translation Error Rate), which is based on edit distance.
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